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“The Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process reinforced my longstanding belief on how important Indiana’s energy and military infrastructure is to our state. We continue to see links between our energy and our military initiatives. Combining our efforts into one action-oriented office will create huge economic development opportunities for many Hoosier communities.”

-- Lt. Governor Skillman (December 14, 2005)
The Office of Energy and Defense Development (OED) was established to enhance Indiana's potential for links in energy and defense for economic development and national security.
Defense Development Vision

Leverage Indiana’s current defense, aerospace and homeland security assets – both public and private - to grow existing and attract new business to the State.
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BRAC – Affected Community Response Strategies

Partner with LEDOs, Educational Institutions, Community Foundations or other local organizations to work with community leaders to develop plans (City of Lawrence, Terre Haute, Newport Area and Fort Wayne)
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State Defense Asset Study

• Identify and characterize current Indiana Defense, Homeland Security and Aerospace assets.

• Characterize type (i.e. services, manufacturing, etc) and character of defense activity (i.e. aerospace, communications, land systems, etc).
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Sponsors/Partners

- Indiana Office of Energy and Defense Development
- IEDC & Regional Offices/LEDOS
- Central Indiana Corporate Partnership (CICP)
- Northeast Indiana Corporate Council
- Evansville Regional Business Committee
- Defense Industry Associations/Alliances
- Defense Contractors (primes & subs)

The Office of Energy and Defense Development (OED) was established to enhance Indiana’s potential for links in energy and defense for economic development and national security.
Initial Thoughts on Process

1. Define State Participation in National Programs
2. Define County Participation in National Programs
3. Define top State leading "Prime" Contractors
4. Define County Contractor Participation As Prime or Lower tier subcontractor
5. Define leading Prime Contractors Customers And Value of Contracts Awarded by year
6. Construct Statewide And county Market Map
7. Definition of work share performed in-house By Prime and And major items for Procurement down Thru tier 3
8. Definition of Core Competencies Required for Contracts and Subcontracts
9. Correlation of Core competencies To NAICS Codes
10. Estimation of Regional Industry Cluster to NAICS Codes and construct Industry Cluster Map
State Defense Asset Study

Phase I

• Identify Indiana’s unique assets of bases, facilities, contractors and technology (Target: Jan 2007)

Phase II

• Identify federal government opportunities (Target: Mar 2007)
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State Defense Asset Study

Phase III

• Build a business plan to position our assets and take advantage of the federal opportunities. (Target: May 2007)
State Defense Asset Study

• We need your help!

• Visit: www.indianadefensesurvey.com
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Collaboration

• **Military Base Planning Council (MBPC)**
  – Formed as part of strategy to protect Crane during BRAC
  – Expanded to address continuing needs and opportunities to expand Crane’s military value to Nation and economic value to State & region
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